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Before you go apple picking, read this book to find out how apples are created. From seed to
seedling, tree to blossom, flower to fruit, the life cycle of an apple is beautiful to see. This title
shows the reader how an apple begins life, grows, and reproduces.

With large, colorful photographs on every page and a big, easy-to-read font, this series of books
about plant and animal life cycles will appeal to both students and teachers. The format and
organization in each volume is identical. Teachers will apprecia --Library Media ConnectionThe
""Watch It Grow"" series provides a first introduction to plant and animal life cycles, exploring
how living things grow and reproduce. Emergent readers (pre-K to grade 1) will learn how new
life begins and develops. Eleven 24-page titles are available --Educational DealerAbout the
AuthorNancy Dickmann has written more than 150 non-fiction books for children, specializing in
science and history. Before becoming an author, she worked for many years as an editor and
publisher of children’s books.
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Amanda Lau, “Great book. Pictures are great but not suits for younger children 5+ maybe”

Ebook Library Reader, “Pleased with this choice.. Bought this for my grand daughter who was
going on an apple picking field trip to show the life cycle of the apple.”

TM, “Great for interactive books.. Great book for my apple theme. I also use Velcro pictures in
the book to make it interactive for my clients.”

Haley, “Pre k class loved it. Worked very good for my apple week at school”

Amanda French, “Great book. This is very realistic. My toddler loves reading it.”

Rae, “We love books like this - very simple but descriptive writing .... We love books like this -
very simple but descriptive writing and colorful, detailed photos. Great way to bring the world to
life for little ones.”

linda wooten, “no headline to add. good book for three year old”

LF, “Great book. Wonderful for homeschooling”

The book by Daniel Loxton has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 353 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 2.56 ounces
Dimensions: 8.25 x 0.25 x 7 inches
Paperback: 24 pages
Reading age: 4 - 6 years
Lexile measure: 280L
Grade level: Preschool - 1
Hardcover: 56 pages
Board book: 12 pages
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